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Mini of the Month: Stars & Stripes Quilt Block 
June Supply List   

 Skill level: Level 1- Beginner 

 Instructor: Cara Murphy 
 
Description:  
This quilt block is SEW easy and FUN to make. You can 
make the block in traditional bold red, white and blue or in 
muted “beachy” colors - either is super cute. For this block 
you will learn how to cut blocks and strips with a rotary cut-
ter, piece the blocks together and learn the importance of a 
¼ foot on your machine.  You will be given instructions on 
how to finish the block (batting, backing, and binding) so 
you can finish at home.   
 
This block is so easy you will want to make more than one! Consider that when buying 
your fabric. If you are interested in making 12 blocks into a quilt, check the back of the 
pattern for fabric requirements.  
What to bring to class: 
 
 Sewing Machine in good working order with foot control and power cord 
 
 Accessories: ¼ inch presser foot with guide*, iron*, pressing mat*, knee lift (optional) 
 
 Needles: 80/12 or 90/14* 
 
 Thread: Neutral cotton or poly Metler or Aurifil thread for piecing.* Thread to match 

top for top stitching* 
 
 Notions:  

 Stars and Stripes Pattern by Thimble Blossoms* 
 Rotary cutter with a fresh blade* 
 Cutting mat*  
 4.5 x 18.5 ruler* 
 2.5 x 8 ruler*  
 Pencil or fabric marker* 
 Pins and pin cushion*  
 Diagonal seam tape (optional)* 

 
 Fabric for the quilt top: Stars and Stripes Quilt Block kit (available at Cotton Gin) * or 

see back of pattern for full quilt fabric requirements. 
 
*Items available at Redlands Sewing Center or Cotton Gin Fabric 
Bring this supply list to Cotton Gin Fabric and get 15% off your fabric purchase! 
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